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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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verdes
GREEN PL .  of GREEN 1 .  that is not mature 2 .  green, mixture of blue and yellow 3 .  In Chile: the Carabineros,
turkeys or police. 

verdialbo
VERDIALBO which has a combination of green and white color

verga grande
In Spain and many of the South American countries, verga is synonymous with PENE, a virile member with which the
male mammal urinates and impregnates the female. 

vergigracia
SPAM BROWSING

verguear
SHAME In Mexico: beating someone up

verifactu
VERIFACTU in Chile: compression of the expression VERIFICATION OF INVOICES, function required by accountants
and taxiers in the digitized system of issuance of invoices, connected to the Internal Revenue service SII.  3-step
process, consisting of 1 .  Capture the Fiscal Folio, RFC of who originated the invoice, the RFC of the recipient, the
digits of the image and click on the button "Verify CFDI". 2 .  Display the validation result.  3 .  if it is positive, you have
the possibility to print the invoice. 

verometro
VEROMETRO error by VERO METRO, in Italian, which means TRUE MEASURE

verticulación
VERTICULATION Maintenance of the lawn.  It consists of cutting the top of the gleba, with a cutting depth of 3 to 9 cms,
removing weeds and moss, destroying saplings and dry stems.  It is done in the third year of planting and every 6
months, in winter and summer.  For this type of treatment, verticulators are used.  It is distinguished from aeration that
aerates the earth to improve the quality of the lawn and that can be performed frequently from the age of two. 

vetarro
VETARRO in Mexico, El Salvador and Honduras : that is old or aged : vetarro car

vete al infierno
VETE AL INFIERNO Go to hell! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be ándate a la mierda! fuck yourself!

vetkoek-magwenya
VOETKOEK-MAGWENYA in Africaans VOETSOEK means send yourself to change, get out of here, ándale.  It is often
an offensive form.  Not to be confused with VOETKOEK which means 'fat cake'.  Magwenya ea a surname like
McDonalds.  VOETKOEK-MAGWENYA are street-selling donuts, famous, without a central hole, very rich and popular



in Botswana and South Africa, which are served together with fruit potatoes. 

vexilo
VEXILO Mexican company of development of computer applications. 

via ordinaria circulacion vehiculos terrestres
VIA ORDINARY CIRCULATION LAND VEHICLES SPAM

vialista
VIALISTA in medicine: person or organism that manufactures and sells vials.  2 .  Person who places vials. Not to be
confused with VITALIST, which is what was possibly meant. 

viceconsejero viceconsejera
DEPUTY COUNSELOR VICE COUNSELOR see VICE COUNSELOR, person who has the rank immediately below the
counselor, and who replaces him in his absence

vicios
VICES pl .  of VICE, in plural generally refers to breaking the law in matters of financial type or distortion of the articles to
obtain political-economic benefits.  We speak of fraud, bribery, embezzlement, procrastination, illegal allocations,
manipulated tenders and other crimes carried out by misuse of the authority conferred. 

vida apartada
LIFE APART life away from the social, reserved and isolated from the mundane noise.  Life away from what he
published. 

vidajena
VIDAJENA contraction of VIDA AJENA .  The life of others, the life that is not one's own. 

videoensayo
VIDEOENSAYO is a piece with recording content, which just like a written essay anticipates an argument.  Video trials
take advantage of the language and structure of the film to advance the plot. 

viejita
OLD LADY 1 .  diminutive of old 2 .  Family way of naming the mother and sometimes the wife. 

vignette
VIGNETTE 1 .  Galicism by vignette.  Box delimited by lines that include inside a graphic or drawing that represents an
instant of the comic.  It is the pictographic representation of the minimum significant time of the narrative, and constitutes
the minimum unit of the comic montage.  2 . Vignette is a software package developed by Vignette Corporation based in
Austin, Texas, USA and composed of: Content Manager ( Vignette Content Management ) A web portal ( Vignette
Application Portal ) 

vih
HIV Human immunodeficiency virus, is a virus that attacks the body's immune system.  If left untreated, it can cause



AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome), a weakened state where lethal diseases and cancers can be acquired. 
By knowing the basics about HIV, you can stay healthy and prevent HIV transmission.  There are two types of HIV,
HIV-1 which is the common virus that is spread around the world, and HIV-2 which is a virus that is present in a part of
Africa.  Virus is transmitted from one person to another through certain body fluids: BloodSemen and preseminal fluid
Rectal fluids Vaginal fluidsBreastle milk. HIV has no cure. 

villanella
VILLANELA Since the mid-sixteenth century it is one of the most popular forms of Italian songs.  Its history dates back to
the time of the Renaissance, in the fifteenth century, where various popular vowel forms originated in Naples, and which
flourished between 1537 and 1650.   Later he was influenced by the canzonetta, and subsequently influenced the
madrigal. 

vinada
VINADA registered trademark of a non-alcoholic sparkling wine.  The manufacturer ensures that compared to other
non-alco offers a superior taste experience. 

vinchucas
VINCHUCAS pl .  of VINCHUCATriatoma infestans name given in Chile to the chiche picuda, whose bite can be deadly. 
 Heteropterous insect of the family Reduviidae.  It is hematophagous, one of the vectors responsible for the transmission
of Chagas disease. 

vinfera
VINFERA SPAM

violación de datos y privacidad
VIOLATION OF DATA AND PRIVACY access or illegal use of private information, such as the purchase and sale and
use of lists of customers or users of any service. 

violencia de ge´nero
GENDER VIOLENCE, psychological violence caused by a pathological attack on some type of gender or sexual
preference

virguería
VIRGUERÍA in Spain: colloquially, action or thing done with great perfection and delicacy or that requires a lot of skill
and work. 2 . Excessive or unnecessary accessory or ornament that carries a thing. 

virguerías
VIRGUERÍAS pl .  by VIRGUERÍA

virloga
VIRLOGA SPAM

viroso
VIROSO IN Mexico, Argentina and Uruguay : relative to the virus, viral.  What is caused by a virus



virutillar
VIRUTILLAR pass the virutilla, metal material made thin and tangled thread, useful for cleaning waste stuck to kitchen
utensils or floors before sweeping and waxing them. 

viscerales
VISCERAL that are not rational, but derived from intense emotional

vision polisemica
VISION POLISEMICA spelling error by VISIÓN POLISEMICA

visión polisémica
POLYSEMIC VISION is that look (on some subject) that provides various meanings or interpretations. 

vistoynovisto
VISTOYNOVISTO the seen and the unseen, that is, considering everything.  In judicial jargon a verdict has a heading of
date, place, comparecientes, situation judged and then come the SEEN, elements that are being considered for the
ruling, which will be followed by eventual RECITALS and finally by a VERDICT or RESOLUTION and closure.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be seen and not seen, what is already known and what is not yet seen. 

vitamina
VITAMIN Organic compounds are thus designated that are necessary for life but that the human body cannot
synthesize.  The word created her.  the Polish biochemist C .  Funk vitamyne, for vital amina, but when it was
discovered that not all were amines they took out the letter e and vitamin was left.  The nomenclature of vitamins was
alphabetical, and Elmer McCollum called them A (fat-soluble) and B (water-soluble).  Over time, the water-soluble B
vitamins, eight chemically distinct, were isolated and numbered.  Vitamin A is fat-soluble.   . 

vitamina b1
VITAMIN B1 Vitamin B1, scientific name THIAMINE is a water-soluble vitamin, insoluble in alcohol, which is part of the B
complex (vitamins B1 to B12).  Its absorption occurs in the small intestine (jejunum and ileum) as free thiamine and as
thiamine diphosphate (TDP).  Such absorption is favored by the presence of vitamin C and folic acid, but inhibited by
ethanol (ethyl alcohol).  It is necessary in the daily diet of most vertebrates and some microorganisms.  Its lack in man
can lead to beriberi and Korsakoff syndrome. Vitamin B1 was discovered by the Japanese Umetaro Susuki in 1910,
when he was researching why wheat bran cured beriberi patients. 

vitamina b4
VITAMIN B4: It is an essential vitamin for the normal functioning of the brain, the nervous system, for the formation of
blood and various proteins, and for the proper functioning of various metabolic processes.  I actually correct myself.  The
so-called Vitamin B4 is not such, as well as B8, F, G and H.  A vitamin. it is essentially an organic compound that
activates one or more enzymes essential for the body to perform vital functions.  By definition they cannot be
synthesized by the body and it is necessary to ingest them, except for D, which is generated by contact with sunlight.  A
problem that will have to be addressed and solved as astronauts move beyond Mars. As it was discovered that some
vitamins were synthesized by humans, they ceased to be called so, and for this reason there is no talk of B4, B8, F, G,
H, I, J, L. 

vitamina b6
VITAMIN B6 pyridoxine .  Like all group B, B6 is water-soluble, which means that the body can only retain it in minimal
amounts and that it is discarded in the urine.  Therefore it must be consuming permanently.  But a deficiency of it is rare,



as it is found in almost all foods.  They are found in poultry, fish, potatoes, chickpeas, bananas and fortified cereals.  It
can occur in liver patients, kidney dysfunction or alcoholism The functions of B6 are: Produce antibodies, necessary to
fight many viruses, infections and other diseases. Maintain normal neurological function. Produce hemoglobin. 
Hemoglobin carries oxygen in red blood cells to tissues.  A vitamin B6 deficiency can cause a form of anemia. Break
down proteins.  The higher the protein intake, the more vitamin B6 will be needed. Keep blood sugar (glucose) in normal
ranges. 

vitanguero
VITANGUERO is one of the one who likes the party very much and has it as a priority.  Perhaps its origin is in the
pitanguero tree or PITANGA, whose fruit was used to flavor alcoholic beverages and was applied to those who came
home smelling of alcohol. 

vitrilico
VITRIOLIC SPAM

vitriólico
VITRIOLIC derived from the Latin vitreolus, diminutive of vitrum, 'glass'.  Vitriol is a sulfate of lead or andesite.  It has its
origins in the alchemists, who were looking for a compound capable of producing gold.  Solvent of the Alchemists,
according to Basil Valentine.  According to Fulcanelli it is sulfur: Vit means life; R is air, one of the alchemical catalysts;
OL kabbalistically approximates Or, gold, so it is considered the Living Gold.  The modern concept derives from
VITRIOLIC acid, a corrosive, and has the significance of biting, graceful, corrosive, acidic, ironic, hurtful. 

vitrocerámica
Vitroceramics The ceramic hob is an electric cooking system based on a smooth vitrified ceramic plate that looks like a
glass, with a great resistance to heat as well as great speed to transmit it (by induction).  It consists of a glass surface
with from two to four circular resistors underneath, like stoves. 

vivienda social
SOCIAL HOUSING house subsidized by the State, of economic characteristics and built as part of a housing complex. 

vivio
VIVIO spelling error by VIVIÓ , third pers .  of the ptret .  Indefinite from the verb VIVIR . 

vivir de arriba
LIVE FROM ABOVE live above the power line. 

vivir holgadamente
LIVE COMFORTABLY live without economic shocks, spending much less than what is earned

vivisector
VIVISECTOR person who performs vivisections.  2 .  Vivisector is a fictional character, an openly gay intellectual mutant
introduced as a member of X-Statix?? by Marvel Comics. 

viviza
VIVIZA brand of bags and backpacks from Central Mumbai, Mumbai, Miharastra, India.  2 .  Real estate agency in León,



in the state of Guanajuto, Mexico (@vivizainmobiliaria on Instagram, @vivizaleon on twitter). 

vía ciclista
CYCLING ROUTE as well as there is a pedestrian path for pedestrians today cities are obliged to implement bicycle
paths. 

vía ordinaria de circulación de vehículos terrestres
ORDINARY ROUTE OF CIRCULATION OF LAND VEHICLES description of any paved road, such as highways, roads,
avenues and streets

vínose
DRESS REFLECTIVE FORM of the third person sing.  From the indefinite past tense of the verb VENIRSE

voleyball
VOLLEYBALL in Spanish VOLLEYBALL, volleyball or volleyball, Olympic sport of teams of 6 players that is played on a
smooth court of 18x9 meters with a central net of a height higher than that of the players and that consists of making the
ball cross to the opposite field with a maximum of three strokes in the game and one in the serve,   trying to make the
adversary unable to respond.  A point is earned when the ball touches the opposing team's ground or if they throw it off
the opposing field.  Three or four sets of 25 points are played.  There is a version of beach volleyball played in sand by
two-player teams. 

vollerismo
VOLLERISM of the French voyeur, 'observer'; action of looking erotically with the aim of obtaining sexual pleasure to
other people naked or having some kind of sexual activity. 

vuh
VUH is actually VUHL, A B-class sports model manufactured in Mexico since 2013, with a Ford engine and whose value
is approximately US$108. 000 . 

vuhl
VUHL The VUHL 05 is a B-segment light sports car, manufactured in Mexico and presented in 2013 at the Royal
Automobile Club in London. At first the car was assembled in Canada, tested in the United States and the United
Kingdom and returned to Mexico, where the final touches were made.  In 2015 production began at its new plant in
QQuerétaro.  Iker Echeverria, one of the creators, said that they wanted to mount an Audi engine, but it was too heavy
and did not sound good, so they decided on the Ford engine, because it sounds like in the old Cosworth, from the 70s
onwards. 

vulcanlogo
VULCANLOGO SPAM

wachuma
WACHUMA Echinopsis pachanoi, commonly called the San Pedro cactus, is a species of plant in the Cactaceae family. 
It is used in traditional Andean medicine for both human and veterinary use and is widely cultivated as an ornamental
plant.  This sacred plant is used for various purposes: to purge the body, cleanse the stomach, open consciousness,
expand roots and connect with the different worlds or "levels".   It is sometimes confused with its close relative
Echinopsis peruviana, also called San Pedro male. 



wailers en la cultura rasta
WAILERS IN RASTA CULTURE When Bob Marley was little his mother began a romantic relationship with the father of
his friend Bunny WAILER, with whom he shared his orereal musical adventures that led both to form the group called
The Wailers, which would achieve success in the early 1970s.  Then Marley became the standard-bearer of Rastafarian
culture, and this was expressed in his music and personal life. 

walkietalkie
WALKIETALKIE view WALKIE TALKIE

wallaby
WALLABY name of any of the species of diprotodont marsupials of the family Macropodidae that is not large enough to
be considered a kangaroo.  Therefore, it is not a scientific classification. 

wallet
WALLET English word meaning wallet

waooo
WAOOO exclamation of admiration, surprise or amazement

wapatí
WAPATÍ wapití or Canadian deer is a species of artiodactyl mammal of the cervid family that lives in North America,
Central and East Asia.  Males have a dense mane on the neck

wapiti
WAPITI error by WAPITÍ

wapití
WAPITÍ C . canadiensis Largest deer of all, except elk.   It is a species of artiodactyl mammal of the deer family that
lives in North America, Central and East Asia. 

waro
WARO is the phonetic of guaro, an alcoholic drink produced in several Latin America places. It is a neat tequila made
out of sugar cane with a little sweeter flavor than other destilated drinks.

wasson
WASSON Robert Gordon Wasson was a pioneering writer in the study of ethnobotany, relationship between plants and
local cultures His studies focused on ethnomycology, or part of ethnobotany concerning fungi, especially entheogenic
fungi, i.e. those that produce alterations of vision or that have been used in religious or shamanic rituals. 

watsap
WATSAP Spsnglish or Castilianization of WHAT'S UP? , locution meaning WHAT'S NEW? A question that the Lucky
Rabbit always asks Elmer Grumpy: "What's new, old?" and that the chat app used it to name that platform whatSUP. 

wawito



WAWITO deformation of guaguito, diminutive of guagua or baby.  That is, baby or small baby. 

weltanschauungen
WELTANSCHAUUNGEN German word, composed of welt, 'world, world', anschauung, 'opinion, idea, intention,
concept'; the ending -en is the plural form of world concept and universal opinion. 

whatelse
WHATELSE error by WHAT ELSE; English expression that means What else? Anything else?

whatsaap
WHATSAAP error by WHATSUP colloquial way of greeting informally in English.  It is written WHAT'S UP and literally
means 'what's going on'. 

whey
WHEY Whey protein is one of the most commonly used supplements to increase muscle mass or hypertrophy, because
it is an excellent source of essential amino acids Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be whey protein,
whey protein

with conversion
WITH CONVERSION English voice over meaning 'with conversion'

wiwi
WIWI in Chile: goose, bird, person who says or does stupid things. 

wonder boy
WONDER BOY expression meaning wonder boy, a series of video games.  2 .  Alexis Sanchez, Chilean soccer team,
nicknamed WONDER BOY, or wonder boy. 

word perfect
WORD PERFECT the best word processor on the market in the 70s and 80s.  It was acquired by the Word developer,
who integrated its functionality into his own product, monopolizing the market. 

wordpress
WORDPRESS anglicism by word press.  Trademark of a web content management system (CMS or content
management system) launched in 2003, focused on the creation of any type of web page.  It is a system to publish
content on the web in a simple way.  WORDPRESS is the absolute leader worldwide for the creation of websites since
2005. 

wp
WP Word processor, Word Perfect, which was acquired by the Word developer, going on to, practically, monopolize the
digital market.  Today it corresponds to the abbreviation of WORDPRESS, content management system launched in
May 2003, focused on the creation of any type of website.  It was widely used for the creation of blogs, and resulted in
one of the main tools for the creation of commercial web pages. 



wuevón
HUEWÓN as I said yesterday: in Chile: guevón, weón, huevón and all the possible spellings: imbecile, of few lights, silly,
but many more things, because huevada is a muletilla that replaces everything. 

xa
XA from the Greek Chrysí Avgí xuyas acronym in Greek are XA, the Far Right Greek party.  It means Golden Dawn In
brands there are various XA models, such as the Toyota Scion XA, the CD-ROM XA and others

xalet
XALET spelling not accepted by CHALET or CHALÉ word of French origin to designate spacious houses with large
outdoor garden, which is single-family of at least three bedrooms, usually in secluded places. in fact the first time the
word chalet was used was to designate the houses of the Swiss Alps.  In Chile, however, it is used for one-story houses,
which is not the case in other countries. The plural is chalets or chalets. 

xamues
XAMUES Thasus gigas I already defined in detail this insect, so I will not give me the job again.  I will only say that it is
one of the 88 beetles that in Mexico have been eaten since pre-Hispanic times for its high content of protein and vitamin
K.  They are eaten tatemados al comal when they are in the larval state, between 2 and 3 weeks of age, because as
adults they have a bitter taste. 

xanthosoma
XANTHOSOMA A genus of monocotyledonous plants of the araceas family.  It receives the vulgar names of Xantosoma
and Yautia.  They are tropical plants with large fleshy leaves of lanceolate shape and with a long ribbed petiole.  It is
common for them to have 25 cms and more.  Widely used as interior decoration. 

xebofóbico
XEBOPHOBIC spelling error by XENOPHOBIC, suffering from XENOPHOBIA

xeneise
XENEISE Genovés, in Genoese .  2 .  Genoese language.  3 .  Gentilicio of the Genoese .  4 .  Boca Juniors team and
fans.  It comes from the first inhabitants of the neighborhood of La Boca, Italian immigrants. 

xihuitl
XIHUITL of nahuatl Astronomy.  Figuratively it means warrior, hero.  2 .  Grass

xil
XIL village of Pontevedra , Spain .  2 .  Singer-songwriter José Antonio Gil, known as XIL Ríos.  3 .  According to the
Star Wars play The Pirate Prince, written by Lyechusas, Xer was the king of Aldai.  XIL was the son of Xer.  His brother
Xim kills him along with the rest of his brothers Xix, Xim and Xuc so he doesn't have to share Xer's wealth.  He then also
kills Xer and becomes king. 

xilitol
XYLITOL Sweetener discovered in 1891, which looks like sugar, but has 40% fewer calories, prevents cavities and
regulates blood glucose, among other health benefits. It is called birch sugar because the first time it was obtained from
its bark.  It was popular during World War II in Finland because of the difficulty of importing natural sugar.  It ceased to
be popular but currently its use has been increased to help father children with greater defenses against caries and,



along with stevia, it is also ideal against diabetes, since it is a hypoglycemic agent that regulates the production of
pancreatic insulin. 

xilocaina
XYLOCAINE error by XYLOCAINE

xilocaína
XYLOCAINE or LIDOCAINE, derived from (acetani) lid(a) and the suffix -caine which has anesthetic functions like
cocaine.  The prefix xylo- means wood.  It comes from the plant Acmella oleracea.  .  It is a compound for topical use in
ophthalmology and dentistry, and also applied in cardiac arrhythmias.  It has a half-life of 108 minutes.  It is metabolized
in the liver and eliminated by the kidneys.  Its formula is C14H22N2O. Nissl Lofgren and Bengt Lundquist developed
Lidocaine between 1943 and 1946, the first amide used as a regional anesthetic, much in demand in wartime.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be lidocaine, xylin 40, romania and colloquial 41, lignocaine

ximena
XIMENA also Jimena and Gimena, female version of the name Jimeno, which has its origin in the anthroponym Simon,
from the Hebrew Shimeon, 'the one who listens'

xohues
XOHUES Gastronomy: In Mexico: There are 88 types of Mexican beetles that are edible.  The XOHUES feed on
huizaches or mesquites, a type of tree that abounds in central and southern Mexico, They are preferably consumed in
summer, in their last larval stage (2-3 weeks of life), since in their adult stage they have a bitter taste.  They are
prepared fried, roasted, stewed or in sauce, also tatemados al comal and served with salt and chili.  The families of
beetles with the highest consumption are: Cerambycidae, Scarabaeidae, Melolonthidae and Passalidae

yacupemba
YACUPEMBA penelope superciliaris, a galliform bird of the family Cracidae spread throughout Colombia, Brazil, Peru,
Bolivia, Argentina and Paraguay.  Medium and long-tailed turkey, with red jowls and pale legs.  It is present in several
types of wooded habitats.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be turkey girl, turkey andacupemba, ?
yacupoí , turkey of monte chica

yamba
YAMBA is a word that exists in Chichewa, the national language of Malawi, and is one of the languages of the Bantu
family, widely spoken in central and southern Africa.  It means kicking, cooking, kicking.  In nyanja it means beginning. 
In Lucumi, the language of the Yoruba religion means 'God, praise be to you'.  2 .  Yamba is a department of Gourma
Province, in the East region, Burkina Faso.  In 2018 it had an estimated population of 38,822.  3 .  YAMBA is a type of
narrow skateboard.  4 .  Yamba is a department of Gourma Province, in the eastern region of Burkina Faso.  In 2018 it
had an estimated population of 38,822.  5 .  YAMBA is a proper name and also a surname. 

yampy
YAMPYYampi is a village in Gorganbuy Rural District, in Aqqala County Central District, Golestan Province, Iran.  The
population was 2291 at the 2006 census. 

yaretzi
YARETZI may come from the Mayan 'atziri', corn.  Another version is that it is of Aztec origin and that it means 'the
much loved, the one who will always be loved'.  Another version, which I consider fradulent, says that it comes from
Hindu origin and means 'alive', but does not correspond to the usual Hindu phonetics and is explained without



references in a cosmological analysis of the name, that is, pure fiction.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be yaretzy, jaretzi, jaritzi 40, Arabic 41, jaretzu 40, Japanese 41, 

yarid
YARID Stands for Young African Refugees for Integral Development (YARID) is an ING registered in 2007 based
activities in Kampala, dedicated to supporting refugees.  2 .  Woman's name. and man.  It comes from the Greek
'Charis', the goddess of elegance in Greek mythology, but the German 'ch' was changed to 'ja' ('ya') and was thus used
to name a Toyota model, the first generation of which was launched in 1999. 

yariguíes
YARIGUÍES The Yariguíes were an indigenous people of the Yupka ethnic group that was located in an extensive jungle
area of the Middle Magdalena, west of the current department of Santander, in Colombia.  The name is yariguíe .  They
spoke opón-carare, diomas of the Caribbean language family. 

yaris
YARIS Greek goddess, incarnation of the principle of grace and elegance, in whose language she was charis or Karis. 
She was the companion of Hephaestus, the blacksmith god. The Caritas or Graces, were goddesses of grace, beauty,
adornment, joy, feast, dance and song.  The younger Caritas preside over the pleasures of life, including play, fun,
banquets, floral decoration, happiness, rest and relaxation.  They were assistants to the goddesses Aphrodite and Hera.
 The father of the Carites was the mighty Zeus, although the mother's name includes goddesses such as: Eurynome,
Eunomia, and even the great Hera.  Usually 3 Graces are depicted dancing naked between them.  One is Charis and
the other two were Agaya or Aflaia and Kalleis.  The Carites were also related to the underworld and mysteries of
Eleusis, a place near Athens, where annual initiation rituals were performed in honor of the goddesses Demeter and
Persephone. 

yendrina
YENDRINA error by ENDRINA a forest fruit very similar to blueberry.  The blueberry is a small fruit of dark blue color
without seeds inside and, the sloe, on the other hand, is a much more violet color and does contain seeds. 

yerba luisa
YERBA LUISA see CEDRÓN

yeye
YEYE ERROR BY YEYÉ .  see yeyé .  The yé-yé or yeyé? is a musical style, popular among the youth of France, Spain,
Italy and much of Latin America in the '60s.  The Beatles and others hummed Yea Yea or yey hey on some of those
songs of the time. 

yueimy
YUEIMY feminine name variant of Yeimy, a name of Hebrew origin, meaning "HE who replaces", from the name Jacob
(held by the heel, or God will reward, according to others)-Jamie-Yeimy. 

yumba
YUMBA La Yumba is a tango composed by Osvaldo Pugliese in 1946, during the Tango's Gold Age. He came to this
word  to name the rhythmic  onomatopoeia  (zhoóm-ba). The"Zhoóm" or "Yum" sylable corresponds to the strong
tempos , while the "Ba", to the weak ones.



zabacequia
ZABACEQUIAS Used in plural, was an authority dedicated to gobern, rule, command as an alderman or a person who is
in charge of the  irrigation ditches and little channels, who controls rheir state and water usage by the community.

zalamel
ZALAMEL from the Arabic as-salam alaik, 'peace be upon you'; the correct expression is ZALAMELÉ

zalba
ZALBA rural expression of Valladolid , Spain : sheep that has a white face

zaleta
ZALETA Saleta is a Spanish surname of Basque origin meaning place of meadows or abundance of meadows.  Its initial
spelling in Chile was Zaleta, as it appears in civil and ecclesiastical registries and in the press of the second half of the
nineteenth century in Santiago, where more than seven of its generations have happened.

zamuro
ZAMURO In Venezuela: chicken, American vulture, inedible bird vulture that has no smell and feeds on carrion and
rotting remains.  It is 56 cm long on average, and is usually black in colour.  It has a large white spot on the inner side of
the wings and near the tips. 

zanate
ZANATE quiscalus well defined already, I would like to add that it is an inedible bird, so in Colombia the expression 'do
not spend gunpowder on zanates' is used (see DO NOT SPEND GUNPOWDER ON CHICKENS). 

zangarria
ZANGARRIA says of a spinning top : that rotates or dances disorderly : trompo zangarria

zapatear en fonda ajena
ZAPATEAR EN FONDA AJENA in Chile : being unfaithful

zapirón
ZAPIRÓN Samaniego wrote the fable of Los gatos escrúpulos, namely Micifuz and ZAPIRÓN, who give themselves a
panzada with a roast and then evaluate eating the grill.  Wisely, retacan.  In the modern world ZAPIRÓN is a character
from various comics and fandom world, a blue cat, with tail and white legs, of grumpy character, with the inside of red
ears and yellow eyes.  Her original t-shirt has the acronym BB. 

zapuyulo
ZAPUYULO see zapote, fruit and tree of the family of sapotaceae, of tropical origin, which is found in countries such as
El Salvador, Mexico or Cuba.  Juicy fruit with high nutritional content, vitamins and minerals and that help body
hydration.  The tree reaches 40 m, is evergreen, with simple leaves, sweetly scented solitary flowers, white corolla that
blooms from March to July. Its fruits in the form of brown and rough shell berries, fleshy and juicy endocarp very sweet,
black and shiny seeds.  

zarcilla
ZARCILLA in Chile: Bomarea salsilla is a species endemic to Chile belonging to the family of alstroemeriaceae.  They



call it copihuito for having some resemblance to the copihue, the national flower of Chile, although it is more open and
less campanuda It inhabits stony soils, in the middle shade, between the regions of the central zone, Valparaíso, to the
southern macrozone, La Araucanía.  It has red and sometimes yellow yellow flowers, with a dark ring around the middle
of the petal, gathered in striking inflorescences up to 10 cm in diameter.  It is very attractive as an ornamental species. 

zarpadísimo
ZARPADÍSIMO in Argentina : extremely set sail.  ZARPADO is someone who behaves rudely or says inappropriate,
indiscreet or rude things. 

zarrapastreoso
ZARRSPASTREOSO ERROR BY ZARRAPASTROSO or ZAPARRASTROZO .  Ragged

zereque
ZEREQUE spelling error by SEREQUE, name given in Mexico to the CENTRAL AMERICAN AGOUTI, species of rodent
of the family Dasyproctidae .  It measures between 42 and 62 cm and weighs from 2 to 3 kg. 

zeron
ZERON Tomas ZERÓN, head of the Criminal Investigation Agency in Mexico, is accused of various crimes and fled in
2019 to Israel to evade justice 2 .  error by SERÓN, Baskets that are placed on the sides of mules or horses to transport
cargo.  3 .  possible error by CERON residues of wax panels. 

zippeita
ZIPPEITE mineral bright yellow, orange yellow or yellow golden, yellow green with UV light, of the class sulfates by its
radical SO4, of formula: K3 ( UO2 ) 4 ( SO4 ) 2O3 ( OH ) .  3H2O .  It is found in the form of flattened crystals, commonly
lenticular, rhomboid or slats; in microcrystalline spheroidal crusts or aggregates.  It has a matte silky luster.  Within the
sulfates belongs to the group of ZIPPEITE, mineral discovered in 1845 in the Karlovy Vary Metallic Mountains, in the
current Czech Republic.  It is named in recognition of Frantiek X. M .  Zippe , Austrian mineralogist . 

zíngarofobia
ZÍNGAROPHOBIA of zíngaro, 'gypsy' and phobia 'fear, hatred' is the fear of gypsies

zíper
ZÍPER ZIPPER

zona norte
NORTH ZONE is an area that is approximately north geographical of the total area to which it refers.  In the case of
Chile, the northern zone begins at the border with Peru (Tacna-Arica) and reaches Copiapó, 806 kms from Santiago,
center of the central zone.  The area remains north, regardless of where the observer is. 

zonas histerogenas
HYSTEROGEN ZONES in medicine : ( zones ) that induce hysteria . 

zorra
ZORRA In Chile: Besides other meanings already mentioned, it is popularly used for VAGINA or VULVA



zoruyo
ZORUYO deformation of SORULLO or ZURULLO Sorullo is used in Cuba and has two meanings: 1 .  Poorly twisted
and low quality tobacco 2 .  Cell that bees make to deposit honey.  Instead zurullo is a turdo or cairn, or solid portion of
excrement. 

zozobrando
ZOZOBRANDO gerund of ZOZOBRAR to sink in a river or a sea. 2. Going to bankruptcy Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be sinking

zucchini
ZUCCHINI cucurbita pepo L .  Italianism for zucchini, so called in Spain, Colombia and Venezuela.  In Chile and Peru it
is called Italian squash.  In Mexico it is called zucchini.  In southeastern regions of Spain the vulgar zucchini is used. 
ZUCCHINI in Italian is the plural of ZUCCHINO ( or zucchetta ) .   It is a small cylindrical pumpkin that is edible when
immature.  Skin or thin bark to differential cucumber that is thicker, and white flesh.  Its color varies from yellow to light
green and dark green, sometimes with light green or whitish stretch marks.   In Chile, Italian squash stuffed in the oven
au gratin with Parmesan cheese is very popular.  In gastronomic terms it is a vegetable or vegetable, but in botanical
terms it is a fruit of immature seeds and soft epicarp of a herbaceous vine plant.  When it is mature it is called marrow so
also the immature is called baby marrow. 

zuleika
ZULEIKA feminine name, also ZULEYKA .  It has no meaning.  Possible variant of ZULEMA, the one that is 'strong',
'healthy' and 'peaceful' or 'peace-loving'.  According to its Arabic etymology it comes from the name Suleiman, Suleiman
or Suleyman, names equivalent to Solomon. 

zumbalo
BUZZ dictionary input error by ZÚMBALO , pronominal form of the imperative mode of the verb ZUMBAR , emit buzzes .

zurcidos
ZURCIDOS pl .  of ZURCIDOS p . p .  of the verb ZURCIR , to patch a fabric whose fibers have been broken or
damaged by means of a cross seam as concealed as possible.  2 .  Subtly concocting or uniting one thing with another. 

zurdizar
ZURDIZAR Izquierdizar, promote leftist ideologies

zúmbalo
ZÚMBALO imperative of the verb ZUMBAR , To throw (something or to someone) with force .  Fire someone from their
job or expel someone from a place. 

¡arreee!
HERD! Interjective voiceover used to herd cattle or hurry the horse

¡ay, señor!
Oh, Lord! interjection of complaint upon learning of some small misfortune



¡ándale!
GO AHEAD! In Mexico: Exclamation of encouragement to do something.  2 .  Exclamation of surprise at a fait accompli:
Ándale, hand! We've been caught. 

¡caramba!
GOLLY! Expression of surprise or disbelief

¡chuta!
SHOOTS! exclamation of surprise

¡demonios!
DAEMONS! exclamation of disgust

¡eso!
THAT! exclamation of great conformity and acceptance of the newly heard

¡glorioso!
Glorious! Expression of enthusiasm, approval, joy. 

¡huija!
Huija! In Chile, Paraguay, Argentina and Uruguay: spontaneous expression of joy 2 .  Expression used in cattle herding

¡por la miérchica!
FOR THE MIÉRCHICA! exclamation of a negative nature, which expresses surprise, frustration or rejection. 

¡que
What Spam

¡qué bien!
VERY NICE! Interjection of satisfaction, pleasure. 

¡qué penca!
WHAT A SHAME! in Chile: penca is a bad thing, and the expression maximizes that appreciation. 


